THE GOALS

FINAL REPORT 2019-2020
INTRODUCTION

Climate Justice Revolution has worked hard over the past few months
to achieve our goals for the Global Goals Competition with students
working tirelessly to bring about change. Despite many challenges that
2020 has brought about, we have managed to persevere from home
and bring about change at our school.
Our project aimed to make as much of an impact at our school, Worle
Community School - An Academy (WCSA), as possible and we believe
with the current circumstances we've managed to achieve that.

“The changes the members of CJR are making to Worle
Community School with the sole ambition of making it a
greener school are inspirational. They’ve drastically
reduced the paper and plastic usage in the school and are
helping to teach other pupils how to look after our world.
I support all the work they are doing and I know many
of my peers back the team and their work too”.
Olivia Finch, WCSA Student
and Editor of The Post

THE TEAM

Jack Clark - Team Leader
Hannah Morris - Communications
Ashleigh Radford - Researcher
Alyssa Townsend - Finance
Luke Lenihan - Plastic-free
Jasmyn Rogers - Sustainability
Eriks Pimonovs - Plastic-free

OUR OBJECTIVES
Objective 1:

To reduce WCSA's carbon footprint.

Objective 2:
Increase climate awareness
throughout the curriculum.

Objective 3:
Spread our work across The Priory
Learning Trust (TPLT) which will
allow us to instil important life
lessons in students from a young age.

THANK YOU TO:

CJR is an exceptional organisation, full of enthusiasm
and drive to help save the planet. Every student in CJR
deserves the highest commendation for their work
Shane Dean - Founder of the Good News Post and
Editor-in-Chief of the Jill Dando News Centre
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Miss J Scott - WCSA Principal
Mrs T Humphris - PA to Principal
Mr S Dean - Editor in Chief at the
Jill Dando News Centre
Miss H Symes - Teacher of Maths
Olivia Finch - Student Journalist
Mrs M Leonard - Teacher of
Science & CJR Supervisor
Mr N Coles - Executive Principal
of TPLT
All Students of WCSA
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SKILLS WE'VE
LEARNT

How to work as a team
Expressing our thoughts
Planning
Public speaking

WE INTEND TO
STAY

Over the next academic year, the
majority of our team will be
moving in to their final year at
WCSA.

OBJECTIVE 1

Objective 1 was to reduce WCSA's carbon footprint.
During that year, the year 11s will
be training our younger members
to take over when we leave.
CJR has no intention of finishing
and we all want the team to make
as much impact as possible.

SUMMARY

Despite the obvious obstacles
such as school closures, the CJR
team has worked hard to make
change at WCSA.
Thanks to our very flexible plan
for the future, we've been able to
continue working from home and
making change.
The goals competition has given
us a chance to see what change we
are capable of and we intend to
continue this work.

CJR has made a huge
impact on life at WCSA.
Students and staff alike
have had a real wake up
call to save our planet
before it’s too late. We are
lucky to have such a
dedicated team of
passionate students who
never miss an opportunity
to prioritise what’s best for
the environment.

Over the last few months we've put in place new recycling schemes
across WCSA including crisp packet and stationery recycling. We've
made sure that once school resumes these schemes will be spread
across the school making it easier for students to recycle.
CJR has also worked with the school's business manager to promote
sustainable travel at WCSA. After winning the Modeshift STARS bronze
award for sustainable travel, we've worked hard to promote sustainable
travel. CJR used the school's student brief to advertise the use of
sustainable modes of transport such as bikes or walking.

OBJECTIVE 2

Objective 2 was to increase climate awareness throughout the
curriculum.
We've held meetings with WCSA's Senior Leadership Team (SLT) to
discuss how we can promote climate issues in the school's curriculum.
Although this is challenging we continue to encourage different subjects
to involve environmental issues.
The CJR team have presented a total of eight assemblies to years 7-10.
These assemblies discussed our goals, the competition and how
students can get involved. Through this we've gained a number of team
members and it has helped to involve the environment in many school
discussions.

OBJECTIVE 3

Objective 3 was to spread our work across TPLT.
We've worked with the Jill Dando News Centre (JDNC), a youth lead
news group based across The Priory Learning Trust, to spread our
message. CJR has appeared in their newspaper 'The Post' which is
available in schools throughout North Somerset and appeared on The
Good News Post website which news from schools across the world.
CJR has also produced a newsletter to detail our own accomplishments,
bring to light climate news and introduce campaigns. This newsletter is
available on our social medias, website and on WCSA's website. We're
working to spread this across our trust via email.

Jacqui Scott - WCSA Principal
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